
B.   page    Title Regulations  

TITLE APPLICATION IT   

Chess Federation of I. R. Iran hereby applies for the title of: Grandmaster (    ) 

To be awarded to: family name  Maghsoodloo   first name  Parham  

FIDE ID Number:         .  date of birth:              place of birth: Gorgan, Iran. 

Date necessary rating gained:  
st
 September     .  level of highest rating:      

Titles can be awarded conditional on reaching the required rating at a later date 

(see Title Regulations     c for the procedure to be followed in this case) 

Herewith certificates (IT s) and crosstables for the following norms 
 

 . name of event:  
st
 Stars Cup      

location: Anzali, Iran  

dates:   -   July      tournament system: Scheveningen 

average rating of opponents:     ..  total number of games played:   ……  

points required:  ………… points scored:  ………  

number of games to be counted: ……… (if not all)  

(after dropping games: points required  ………… points scored ………… )  

number from host federation:    ……    number not from own federation    ………..  

number of opponents: Total titled:     …    GMs:   ….  IMs: ….  FMs: … WGMs…  WIMs……  

WFMs …  rated:   ……   Unrated:  …… 

 

 . name of event: Asian Continental Chess Championship      - Open 

location: Abu Dhabi, UAE 

dates:  -   August     ……tournament system: Swiss System………………  

average rating of opponents:     ……    total number of games played:   ……  

points required:   ………… points scored:  ………  

number of games to be counted ……… (if not all)  

(after dropping games: points required  ………… points scored ………… )  

number from host federation:  ……    number not from own federation:  ………    

number of opponents: Total titled:  ...  GMs:  …  IMs:...  FMs:  . WGMs. WIMs …WFMs … 

rated:  ……   unrated…… 

 

 . name of event: Khazar Cup      (A) Master Tournament 

location: Zibakenar, Iran 

dates:   -   Feb     ……tournament system: Swiss System………………  

average rating of opponents:     ……    total number of games played:   ……  

points required:     ………… points scored:    ………  

number of games to be counted ……… (if not all)  

(after dropping games: points required  ………… points scored ………… )  

number from host federation:  ……    number not from own federation:  ………    

number of opponents: Total titled:  ...  GMs:  …  IMs:  ...  FMs: .. WGMs. WIMs …WFMs … 

rated:  ……   unrated…… 

 

 . name of event:   
nd

 Olympiad Baku      Open 

location: Baku, Azerbaijan 

dates:  -   Sep     …………tournament system: Swiss System………………  

average rating of opponents:     ..  total number of games played:  ……  

points required:   ………… points scored:  ………  

number of games to be counted……… (if not all)  

(after dropping games: points required  ………… points scored ………… )  

number from host federation:   ……    number not from own federation:   ………    

number of opponents: Total titled:  ....  GMs:  ….  IMs:  ….  FMs..  WGMs…  WIMs …WFMs 

rated:  ……   unrated…… 

 



 

Attach another form IT  if there are more supporting norms.  

Total number of games: ……   (minimum   ) special comments…………………  

 

Name of Federation official: Mehrdad Pahlevanzadeh (Persident) 

date:    September       

Signature:  


